
The third World War continues to sweep the world... What will be 

the future life of man? 

                                                                            *** 

As we all know, in November 2019, China started spreading war across the world, 

not by soldiers with the weapons of ancient times, nor by mighty armies of war like in 

World War 1 & 2 ) and no longer using today's ultra-modern weapons. But 

specifically she sent invisible warriors into the world: "the virus - COVID-19". 

This invisible army like "devil" has spread its pandemic virus on all continents: «the 

Devil COVID-19» also affects USA, Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa... even the islands 

and arctic regions of the globe. It is a kind of rather psychological warfare destroying 

the normal life of man, especially the younger generations. 

In the face of these events, the heads of state of the countries collaborate with the 

grandiose industrialists of the world, such as the factories of masks, the 

pharmaceutical laboratories and specialists such as scientific researchers, doctors 

etc. In short, each country is preparing its weapons against the "devil COVID-19". 

Actions begin: 

1. - Governments order citizens to wear “the mask”. 

Since the general order is that outside the house, each person must wear the mask 

that they can be seen as a "ghost" that hides their identity from others and above all 

so that the devil virus COVID-19 cannot attack? 

2. - According to the opinion of Heads of State and scientific researchers, it is 

necessary to protect the people not only with the mask, but also to create stronger 

viruses, more aggressive than the COVID-19 virus. 

This is how global laboratories have created different types of “Anti-COVID-19 virus” 

to vaccinate sick people (negative tests), even those who are not sick (positive). The 

goal is that the human with “natural antibodies” combined with “the defender virus” 

can destroy the COVID-19 virus. 

There you go...the war between two viruses begins... 

Unfortunately, China's "COVID-19" virus war and the world's "COVID-19 vaccine" 

virus are growing in the human body like on a "battlefield". 

Normally in a war, there are wounded and dead on “the battlefields”. This is the 

reason why the hospitals of the world are crying that they have no more room to treat 

them. - Then, the information from the press, TV, radio and Internet… announces the 

numbers of the sick and the dead, which multiply every day from thousands to 

millions and continue to increase… Truly, it is the most cruelty in the history of 

mankind. 



Since that day… 

Cities all over the world are falling into sadness. There are not many people 

circulating here and there anymore… Because shops, restaurants, hotels, schools, 

public places… have closed; also, meetings with family or friends are limited. The 

joyful and prosperous society of yesteryear hides behind the masks! 

The point to note: After all the anti-COVID-19 protection measures, the virus still 

exists… and then appears the Delta virus in 2021 and Omicron in 2022. So, what will 

be the name in 2023? 

Does man still have enough antibodies to defend the attacks of dangerous viruses on 

earth to survive in the world that God offers us? Or, in the future, will man destroy 

himself in the virus-war he has created? 
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